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the feeling anger is like a force. it can be hard to
fight against, or find your way out of. so you get
angry and act and that releases the tension in
your muscles and mind. the bottom line is that
when we are angry, we feel like every problem
or person in our life is against us. anger is an
emotion that is like a pump of energy. when we
act out of our anger, we lose control of our
emotions, our emotions steal control of us and
they make us act. lastly, being patient with
yourself is a good idea. you may notice that at
the time you are feeling angry, the attitude,
words and facial expression of the person who
annoyed you look similar to those you used to
get from your mother when you were a child.
you have a difficult time managing the emotions
of others and you may learn to manage your
own. finally, you can learn to control yourself. by
learning to be more goal oriented, to pay
attention to your emotional state, and to reflect
on your words and body language you may find
ways to better control your emotions. when you
do get angry, it helps to remain calm. if it is
absolutely necessary, count to five before
expressing anger. if you must make an
immediate decision, select your response in
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advance of the occurrence and wait before
making it. recognize that anger is your
emotional reaction to a perceived event. it is not
the event itself. it is your perception that you
are being slighted or treated with disrespect. it
is your reaction to it that is getting you angry.
uncontrollable anger is a mental disturbance
that is detrimental to the body as well as to the
mind.
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anger becomes a chronic problem for almost 10
percent of individuals. the remaining 30 percent

experience anger from time to time. anger
management professionals estimate this

prevalence rate to be about 30 percent to 45
percent. this is based on studies that used
relatively brief diagnostic interviews. the

numbers probably are lower because of some
extent of underreporting. the typical angry
person tends to be frustrated, and to have

feelings of dissatisfaction and irresponsibility.
they may experience excitement. they become

obsessed with the thought, i really cant let
anyone get away with that! heres not the time
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to lose control of my temper! they feel like their
control of themselves is being taken away and

they are weak and powerless. they become
worried and fearful. perhaps they think, what if i

have a heart attack? they feel bitter and
ashamed of being powerless. the anger spiral
has an underlying feeling of being wronged.

they feel like they have been dealt a bad hand
and want to meet their adversaries in combat.

they feel that their adversaries should be
fighting for them, but are not capable. they feel
betrayed by their loved ones, and need to get

even. they may even feel that others have
taken their rightful place. they are angry, angry,

angry! there are four main emotions that are
sometimes associated with anger: guilt, fear,

sadness and rage. anger may be the most
frequent of these emotions, but it is just one of
many emotions that are possible to have. the
negative aspects include the confusion, hurt,
confusion, and stress that anger causes both

inside and outside the home. the main problem
is that when we are angry, we are not clear
about what we want to happen when we are

angry, we do not take it well when others react
negatively, and our behaviors are often ill-
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conceived or inappropriate. our outbursts also
have physical and mental health effects that
can harm others as well as ourselves. but we

are often powerless to control our anger, so we
may have to learn to endure its discomfort.
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